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All you need to know about using and caring 

for your Sling School Stretchy wrap

User Guide

 

BABY CAN BREATHE

 

THEY'RE NOT GOING TO DROP

POSITIONED CORRECTLY

AND NEVER TOO HOT
 

Mouth and nose are clear and visible, chin away from chest, 

carrier tight enough to prevent slumping.

Ensure you know how to use your sling.

If you need to hold your baby when they are in the 

sling you need to adjust your carry.

high up on your chest, upright with spine in a natural 

supported curve, knees above bum, supported 

knee to knee.

each layer of cloth is like a layer of clothing, dress 

appropriately in hot weather. being too hot is dangerous.

Welcome to your Sling School stretchy wrap! 
Please read these instruc�ons before use, and prac�ce with a 
doll/teddy and in front of a mirror before wrapping your baby 
for the first �me. 
Learning to �e a wrap may look complicated at first, but, like 
tying a pair of shoelaces, it quickly becomes a natural process.
The rhyme below will help you to remember the most important 
safety considera�ons - especially vital with a newborn who 
doesn't have the muscle strength to get themselves out of 
trouble.
Your baby's safety is your responsibility. 
You should check your wrap over for damage before using it, and 
remember if something doesn't feel right it probably isn't.

There are lots of carries that can be done with your stretchy wrap, and this instruc�on guide 
teaches you a great star�ng carry -  the Pocket Wrap Cross Carry. 
Please see our website for a video demonstra�on.







Firstly check that your 
wrap is tight enough: 
supporting baby's 
head, lean forward. 
Baby's body should 
stay snugly against 
your body. This will 
prevent baby slumping 
in the wrap.

Stage 3: Safety checks and getting baby out
Once baby is in the wrap it is essential that you undertake these quick safety 
checks, making sure their airways are not compromised and ensuring they 

are comfortable.

Next, make sure that 
baby's face isn't 
covered by the wrap: 
Pull the bottom edge of 
the shoulder cross 
right down.

Grab the edge of the 
shoulder pass that is 
closest to your neck and 
fold it down over the top 
of your shoulder

Feel down baby's back 
and smooth out any 
lumps and bumps, then 
ensure that baby is 
supported 'knee to knee' 
with knees above bum 
level.  Baby's head 
should be against the 
hard part of your chest.

Grab the bottom edge of 
the shoulder pass and 
bring it up, pinning the 
folded top edge in place.

CONGRATULATIONS! 

You have wrapped your 
baby safely and 
comfortably!

You should regularly check your baby when they are in the sling, ensuring that their face is 
uncovered and that their chin is away from their chest. If you feel the need to hold your 

baby when they are in the wrap, there is something that needs addressing urgently.

To take baby out, reverse the process, rolling down the cross pass (with the middle marker 
on) and opening up the cross passes until they sit in the knee-pits again. Lift baby out. 

Your wrap is ready to use again, just follow the instructions to pop baby back in! When you 
have finished wrapping for the day simply untie after taking baby out.

Caring for your Sling School Stretchy wrap
Your wrap is a blend of cotton and elastene. It may be machine washed up to 40C and tumble 
dried on low heat. You may iron it with a low iron. Please don't iron the vinyl logo. 
To prolong the life of the carrier, spot clean if you can, and when washing choose a detergent 
with no optical brighteners. DO NOT USE FABRIC SOFTENER. DO NOT BLEACH


